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Abstract
One of the important aspects of wireless security is ensuring 
the anonymity of the session or the transmitting source so as 
to prevent spoofing and Man in the middle attack. If a session 
information like source address, destination address, type of data, 
intermediate node’s MAC address is protected from being ‘leaked’ 
the network can be provided optimum security against attacks like 
session hijacking,  statistical information extraction and so on.  
Therefore source anonymity has received tremendous attention 
by research community. It is of significant importance especially 
for the wireless networks without any centralized control like 
wireless sensor network, wireless Adhoc network and so on. In 
this paper we analyze the security risk model of non anonymous 
sources and propose a comprehensive random generation based 
coding technique to ensure efficient source anonymity. We 
generate multiple node disjoint paths from source to destination 
and packets are split and transmitted through all the paths with 
homomophic encryption and packet encoding. The proposed 
method is simulated with Omnet++. Results shows significant 
performance improvement in comparison to both AODV, source 
anonymity protocol and Host Identity Protocol (HIP)( Single 
Path).
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I. Introduction
Wireless networks are gaining popularity due to ease of data sharing 
and flawless communication. But unlike the wired equivalent of 
the network, such multi-hop network suffers from great deal of 
information leakage primarily due to weakness in conventional 
WEP that is widely adopted in the network.  Cryptography prevents 
the data leakage. But conventional cryptosystem fails to prevent 
the information or statistic leakage. For example through MAC 
spoofing an unauthorized node can easily listen to the interfaces 
of the neighboring nodes. 
Even the control packet spoofing reveals the information like 
number of packets is transmitted, probable location of the nodes, 
probable nodes with which the sources are communication and 
so on.  Such information can be used for inferring other sensitive 
information.
Further, such weaknesses leads to various other types of attacks 
for example session hijack where the intruding node silently 
duplicates the address of another node and then attempts to inject 
it’s own session between a client and an access point. Therefore 
along with Cryptosystem and data security, preserving the 
information about the source of transmission is equally important 
for wireless network. Fundamental of source onobservibility is 
to ensure that the intruder never spoof enough packets that can 
lead to information leakage. Another way of ensuring the same 
is through header encryption which is quite widely used in wired 
network and especially in IP. The third mechanism is to introduce 

dummy packets with improper information that leads to misleading 
inference of the spoofed packets. Other techniques includes, traffic 
splitting and merging, rule based resource allocation and so on. 
Due to limitations in processing and battery, dedicating consistent 
processing cycles for information preservation at the routing layer 
not only leads to quicker battery drainage but also introduces 
congestion due to significant queue waiting time . Therefore an 
optimized strategy must be adopted that can significantly reduce 
the overhead for ensuring the source anonymity and at the same 
time ensures optimal transmission performance. The technique 
must also take into account of the data protection.

II. Related Work
An efficient signature-based scheme to detect and filter pollution 
attacks for the applications adopting linear network coding 
techniques is proposed which exploits a novel homomorphic 
signature function to enable the source to delegate its signing 
authority to forwarders, that is, the forwarders can generate the 
signatures for their output messages without contacting the source 
[1]. A protocol called location-aware network coding security 
(LNCS) that provides all the aforementioned security services 
is proposed by dividing the terrain into non-overlapping cells, 
the nodes take advantage of the location information to derive 
different location binding keys [2]. The key idea in LNCS is 
that all the nodes involved in the protocol collaborate in every 
phase. We employ random network coding in our scheme to 
provide data availability significantly higher than that in other 
schemes [2]. A distributed random linear network  coding approach 
for transmission and compression of information in general 
multisource multicast networks is presented. Network nodes 
independently and randomly select linear mappings from inputs 
onto output links over some field. We show that this achieves 
capacity with probability exponentially approaching 1 with the 
code length[3]. The notion of statistically strong source anonymity, 
under a challenging attack model where a global attacker is able 
to monitor the traffic in the entire network is proposed, called 
FitProbRate, which realizes statistically strong source anonymity 
for sensor networks [4] and also demonstrated the robustness under 
various statistical tests that might be employed by the attacker to 
detect real events [4]. A unified mathematical model is established 
to analyze Man-in-the-Middle attacks in diverse wireless networks 
by the use of propositions and logical operations, to analyze the 
relationships of the elements in the model formally [5]. Llimited 
the communication capability of the attacker, and introduced two 
important parameters such as the number of nodes controlled 
by the adversary and the knowledge owned by the adversary to 
evaluate the attack strength [6]. A novel scheme, called SUNC 
(Source Unobservability by Network Coding), is proposed to 
prevent traffic explosion while achieving source unobservability 
[7]. security and historical privacy in Location Based Service 
(LBS) applications where users submit accurate location samples 
to an LBS provider are dealt,  and proposed a distributed scheme 
that establishes access control while protecting the privacy of a 
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user in both sporadic and continuous LBS queries [8]. security 
issues in wireless sensor networks and their counter measures 
are discussed [9].

III. Problem Formation
The model of random linear network coding [10] is adopted in this 
paper. Consider an acyclic network (V, E) and a uniticast session 
comprised of a source s V and destination T  V . Let h = MinCut 
(s,T) be the unicast capacity of all the links accumulated between 
the source and the destination, and x1,  x2… xh be the h packets 
to be delivered from s to T.
For each outgoing edge e of a node v, let y(e) denote the  packet 
carried on e, which can be computed as a linear combination of 
the packets y(e ‘) on the incoming edges e ‘ of node v, i.e.,

The coefficient vector  is called local encoding 
vector. By induction packet y(e) can be calculated as linear 
combinations of each packet

 
The coefficients form a global encoding vector 

. Now if one considers that 
g1(e)=g2(e)=g3(e)  or same encoding scheme for all the packets, 
then the encoding scheme can be retrived if a single packet’s 
encoding scheme is decoded by the intruder. In other word, the 
information carried by a packet is vulnerable to attacks if sufficient 
number of packets are supplied to the intruder.
Now Let us extend the discussion by assuming that g1(h)..gn(h) are 
independent entities  and that source receives all the packets,
Then

Where G, is the global encoding matrix. In conventional network 
encoding scheme the source packets must be divided into blocks 
of h packets in each block. Network coding is considered as safe 
or source anonymity ensuring if only the global encoding matrix 
is not exposed to the intruder.
If routes can be formed with links non overlapping enough, than 
probability of all the packets passing through or being spoofed 
or intruded becomes minimum.
Introducing dummy packets need more bandwidth, if the generation 
of such packets are infrequent than they do not add any extra 
complexity in the decoding process. On the other hand, if the  
frequency of the packets is high, than dummy packets become a 
convention which may be dropped by the intruder.
In conventional source anonymity encoding scheme, packets are 
prefixed with encoding prefixes which are used for decoding at 
the destination.
If the packets are not protected through cryptosystem than the 
information leakage probability remains high in such packets.
Hence a suitable encryption could well be adopted. The encryption 
in wireless network must be homographic in order to ensure that 
the energy spend on encryption and decryption mechanism is 
low.
Homomorphic Encryption Functions (HEFs) have the property 
of homomorphism, which means operations on plaintext can be 
performed by operating on corresponding ciphertext. The Paillier 
[11] cryptosystem has such a HEF, where the addition on plaintext 

can be achieved by performing a multiplicative operation on the 
corresponding ciphertext, i.e., 
 E(x1 + x2 ) = E(x1 ). E(x2 ) .
If x1 and x2 are chunks of data or packets then, sending the overall 
encryption as single encrypted entity is equivalent to dividing 
the information or the packets into block of information or N 
packets and applying the encryption function independently on 
each chunk of data. At the receiver, once all the data is collected 
it can be decrypted as a whole.
In short, privacy preserving transmission in wireless network 
must be a function of random generation network coding 
and homomorphism cryptosystem with emphasis on enough 
Unobservability at each generation. 

IV. Proposed System
The proposed system can be explained with fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Proposed System

One of the important aspect for the success of such a system is 
secrecy in key distribution. There are several papers that discusses 
about the secret key distribution. In this work we propose the 
approach proposed by our reference of a unique time key.
We  consider the network model to be of an adhoc network with 
no access points and independent nodes communicating with each 
other by utilizing the intermediate nodes between the source and 
the destination for routing. Attack model in such a network can 
explained through fig. 2.

Fig. 2: Attack Model

An external observer in the current context is one who does not 
participate in the routing but is neighbor to many nodes such that 
the control as well as the data packets can be spoofed at these 
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nodes.
Internal attacker on the otherhand is the nodes which are 
intermediate nodes to the source and the destination and which 
are participating in the routing.
Therefore We propose a multipath approach such that the total 
information passed through any intermediate node is always 
low.
The detailed algorithm is as presented bellow.
Start:

Source broadcasts multiple Route Request Packets with • 
different destination IDs, such that one request carries a 
desirable destination and other dummy request packets.
Each node forwards every RREQ packet. Destination replies • 
to every RREQ packet received with RREP
Upon Receiving RREP packet, source node checks for node • 
disjoint paths and accept the RREP for valid destination. 
It transmits route acknowledgement to the selected path 
members. A secret key is distributed among the path 
members through acknowledgement. Also source estimates 
the delay of RREP packets. The delay is also appended in 
Acknowledgement.
Each node is assumed to be equipped with a low cost timer • 
and the time interval is divided into slots. 
Overall data is divided into packets and number of packet to • 
be transmitted in each burst is calculated based on number of 
path accumulated and number of random generation
Packets are prefixed with the generation number to account • 
for the network delay and latency.
Nodes exchange Secret keys with their neighbor at specific • 
slots.
Packets are encrypted with Next Hop’s key  where   is a • 
random generation.

Encryption makes the packets safe from being eavesdropped by 
the external attacker.

Intermediate nodes put the received packets in the queue.• 
It checks the next hop destination of the packets in queue. • 
If there are multiple packets belonging to different sessions 
which are to be sent to the next hop, then it randomly merges 
the packets and sends the merged packet to the next node. The 
merged packets are split in the next hop using the generation 
number’s prefix.
If there are single packets, then node split the current flow • 
into subsequent flows and sends them to next slot by encoding 
the packets. 
Packets arriving from different paths are accumulated at the • 
destination and are decrypted.

V. Results
We simulate the performances of AODV without source anonymous 
routing, Single path source anonymous routing and proposed 
multipath network coding based source anonymous routing.  
Results shows a clear improvement in terms of performance 
over the conventional AODV due to traffic splitting. Also the 
network lifetime is better in the proposed technique that signifies 
the energy saving at each node due to minimum load par node. 
The strength of the technique is proved through the data exposure 
to the malicious node test which is found to be minimum for the 
proposed technique.

Fig. 3: Plot of % of Malicious Nodes v/s Control Overhead

Fig. 4: Plot of % of Malicious Nodes v/s % of Data Exposure to 
Maliciuous Nodes

Fig. 5: Plot of % of Malicious Nodes v/s Network Lifetime

VI. Conclusion
As the key is exchanged through route acknowledgement, external 
attacker is kept at bay by this technique. Information leakage 
probability is minimum of this technique. For internal attacker, 
no node receive entire burst of traffic. No node is also aware of 
the total burst of traffic from source to destination. Therefore 
no node can infer actual and accurate flow information from 
the incoming traffic. Destination selects a delay threshold of 
20% over the delay it had received from the source through 
acknowledgement. Any packet arriving with more delay than 
this threshold triggers a congestion alert first. The alert is passed 
to source node as route error, which triggers dropping the path 
causing delay and selecting another path. Destination also sends 
an acknowledgement of receipt par t generation. If an intermediate 
internal node chooses to eavesdrop the packets than, it causes the 
delay which triggers it to be eliminated from the route. If it chooses 
to drop the Acknowledgement packet from destination, source  
again invalidates the path and chooses to establish a new path 
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thus minimizing the eavesdropping probability at the intermediate 
nodes. Though there are several algorithms that provides state of 
art source anonymity routing and transmission, not many of them 
take into account of the traffic conditions. In this work we have 
provided a mechanism for secured transmission by combining 
homomorphic encryption with random generation encoding 
supported by multipath transmission. Results shows significant 
performance gain over conventional anonymous routing schemes. 
The technique can be further incorporated with QOS routing with 
security strategy being derived from the QOS strategies.
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